




Following the last time (Kawamoto 2017b), “Simulation of stock trading” was carried 
out furthermore on 28 stocks in TOPIX Core-30 in 2013 published by Tokyo Stock Ex-
change under the additional condition that “if stock price < the previous bid price and 
stock price ≦ funds, buy more shares”.
As a result, the improvement in the number of times of selling and the success rate was 
slight compared with the last time (Kawamoto 2017b).
It is suggested from this fact that other improvement factors still remain. This is an im-
portant research subject in the future.
Furthermore, another inspection is necessary separately whether this finding comes un-
der equally about all companies listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange.
This result is consistent with the results of the 6 papers that the author already pub-











An Introduction to the Technique of Increasing Purchase 
































株式投資のシミュレーション（Simulation of Stock Investment）
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